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Presentation Abstract (4:30pm presentation)

A 3-hit theory of autism, focusing on prenatal stress and sex differences

In the complex and very important world of autism research, Dr. Donald Pfaff brings his background studying sex differences on the hormone effects on neurons, as one of the clearest ways for a neuroscientist to attack the problem. Joining with developmental psychologist Dr. Sylvie Goldman and pediatric neurologist, Dr. Isabelle Goldman, they came up with a "3-hit" theory of the sex differences leading to autism. Namely, an individual who is a male (hit #1), and suffered early stress (hit #2), and had an autism-relevant mutation (hit #3), would be more likely to be diagnosed with autism than an individual with fewer of these hits. Experiments from studying male and female mice with the CNTNAP2 autism-relevant genetic mutation have provided evidence that supports the 3-hit theory. Dr. Pfaff will discuss these experiments and also outline future experiments at the end of the talk.